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TEMPLATE FILE NAME  Tea Time Mug
THEME Tea 
TAGS Tea, Mug, Ceramic

TEA TIME MUG

• Message Mug (SKU G4084)

• Medium round brush

 Small detail brush

• Pencil

• Paint
17,18,59,45,31

 • Allow paint to dry bewteen coats.

• Wash brush between colors.

• Personalize your mug to day any-
thing you'd like!

•Change the circle colors to match 
any decor or mood.

•This design works great on bowls or 
plates too!.

    

Paint a tea mug.

1.5 HOURS
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Starting with #17 and your medium round brush, make big lazy circles randomly around 
the pottery. These are done with one thick of paint so the brush strokes show through. Make 
them different sizes.

2. Wash your medium round brush, and use #18 to make similar circles in other areas. Let 
the colors overlap a little bit.

3. With a clean brush and #59, make a few more circles of different sizes around the piece.

4. If there are any empty areas4. If there are any empty areas, repeat the first 3 steps to add more circles. Don't be afraid to 
use thick paint and overlap your circles!

5. Using the handle end of your detail brush, use #45 to make smaller polka dots randomly 
around the other larger circles.

6. Let your circles dry.

7. With your detail brush7. With your detail brush, add a touch of water to your #31 paint. Pick a circle, and starting in 
the center, paint a tiny squiggly "C" shape. Keep spiraling squiggly "C" shapes around each 
other until you are happy with the size of the flower.

8. Not every circle will become a flower, and it's OK if the flowers are painted over white space. 
Have fun painting them in!

9. The lettering is easiest to do with a detail brush and watered down #31 black. Use a pencil to 
lightly sketch out the words, then paint over your lines.

10. 10. Paint the inside of the mug #18.

-All done!
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